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LESSON 4 before you start, tune your guitar to CD track 2, then play the Em
pentatonic scale you learned last week as a warm up.
How much prac ce did you do since last lesson? Add up the minutes: TOTAL=_______
Ask your teacher to listen to you play Chordacious and Jazz Walk from last
lesson. Then also play the 4 chords you have learned.
Playing rhythms
Notes can be longer or shorter. In most tunes you will hear long notes and shorter notes and
we can write down exactly how long they last for.
We write rhythms on the stave to show how long each note is:
The group of lines on which we write
the rhythms is called the stave.

The me signature

This curly
sign is the
treble clef

COUNT:
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How many counts or beats do you think each type of note last for?

= __ beat(s)

= __ beat(s)

= __ beat(s)

Here is a clue: the two 4s at the start of the music are the me signature it tells you that
there are 4 counts or beats in each bar. When playing, count the rhythm value of the notes.
Ask your teacher to check your answers.
Here is tab with the stave together this is how most guitar music is wri en. Play the music.
COUNT:
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New Encounter - Play this melody and write in the coun ng:
COUNT: 1 2 3 4

Here are two more tunes which you can also hear on the CD try playing the chords too.
Goldminer CD track 5

The Treetops CD track 6

Guitar amps (and leads)
If you are playing an electric guitar it will be connected to an ampliﬁer by a lead, like this:
(PICTURE OF GTR, AMP, LEAD)

The lead plugs into the jack socket on the guitar and into the input on the amp. Make the
sound louder or quieter with the volume controls which are found on both guitar and amp.

Next week: Check what you have learned so far!
Test your knowledge of chords, rhythms and parts of the guitar!
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